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Dear readers,

LET me begin by saying a big THANK YOU to all Living 
Moments’ readers. This issue completes our first year’s 
publication. 

In the publishing world, a “volume” represents a year, while 
an “issue” represents how many periodicals published that 
year. As such, this copy is “Volume 1, Issue 6”. 

This is a proud moment for us at Hock Seng Lee (HSL). We 
began Living Moments when La Promenade Mall opened in 
January 2020. A year later, despite it being an extraordinary 
year, our mall has grown in tenants. 

Mid this year, we added two kiosks at the Food Picasso 
section, while on October 22, Zoro by the Domus Group 
opened. 

Zoro, which occupies an amazing corner lot boasting 
sunrise-sunset views and facing a tree-line boulevard, is the 
largest cafe at La Promenade. Congratulations to Domus’s 
Nathan Ngu and his team.

This is yet another Sarawakian brand at our mall. From the 
beginning, HSL’s management decided that, if we wanted 
burgers, we would get NOMS, if we wanted coffee, we would 
get Black Bean, if we wanted yogurt drinks, we would get 
Yoghurtto by Hicaa. 

With Zoro, we’re proud to continue HSL’s Support Sarawak 
policy on tenancy mix. Young entrepreneurs like Ngu give us 
hope Sarawak’s future is bright. 

Speaking of young entrepreneurs, HSL has signed up a dozen 
Rent-To-Own (RTO) units at Vista Industrial Park. We’re glad 
to support businesses expanding, especially at a time like 
this. RTO is designed to help newer businesses secure their 
new work place. For many, their VIP units are their first proper 
units. 

Almost all RTO clients have told us how renting-first, with 
an option to purchase later, have enabled them to spend 
more  on fitting out and renovating their units, rather than  
expensive downpayments as bank loans at this stage.

In this year-end issue, we also bring you construction 
highlights. HSL has just completed the Sarawak Government’s 
Digital Village in Sama Jaya High Tech Park. The Digital 
Village was awarded to HSL in January 2019, and we 
managed to complete a state-of-the-art facility despite the 
pandemic. It’s a beautiful facility.

The year 2021 has been a great learning experience for us 
all. It’s taught us to keep things simple and to stay resilient. 
Over the last six editions, we’ve had the joy to bring you HSL 
property updates, tenant promotions, industry news and 
more. 

See you in the new year. See you in Volume 2.

Sincerely,

Velda Chang
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WE ARE HERE !
Car Boot Sale & Farmers’ Market location.

BOTH La Promenade’s Farmers’ Market and Car Boot Sale have received 
permits to begin. We’re so excited. We’ve been planning both outdoor 
events since mid 2021. 

The council issued us permits just days before this issue went to print. 

For everyone’s safety, we’ll begin both weekend events small. Both will also remain 
strictly outdoors, at the open-air carpark, and with all Safe Operating Procedures one 
could expect implemented. 

In time, we hope our Farmers’ Market and Car Boot Sale will become iconic and popular 
events in Kuching and Samarahan. Our aim is always to make La Promenade a space 
for the community. 

See our social media for updates.

Finally It’s Safe To Start Our Weekend Events  
— Albeit On A Small Scale

WEEKEND : An agriculture event to benefit all. 
Our market is to support Samarahan’s  
agriculture sector.

FUN : Have something to sell? Sell it at La 
Promenade Mall. Wanna find something? Find 
it at this car boot sale.

HAPPENINGS
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HIGH RISE : All the shortlisted entries for Sarawak’s first architecture contest is on public display. 

THE Hock Seng Lee-Next Phase (HSL-NP) exhibition on Sarawak’s first national architecture competition, 
#LangitKch, is back on at La Promenade Mall.

The exhibit features all the design boards of winning and shortlisted entries. The top five winners’ 
presentation videos are also played in full on two TVs, alongside drone videos of the actual Langit site. 

See a preview of what HSL-NP will build in Kuching city centre. This competition began in March 2021 and ended with 
prize giving on August 7. HSL-NP is in the midst of appointing one of the winners to build Langit.

Take A Peek At The Next Great High Rise

HAPPENINGS
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T IME passes so fast. This year 
especially. It’s hard to believe 
Black Bean at La Promenade is 
one year old already. 

This outlet, which is Black Bean’s third and 
first in a mall, soft opened on December 
18, 2020 — even before La Promenade Mall 
opened its doors on January 25.

In a year, this outlet has introduced 
desserts, hot food and created new 
popular favourites like the Gula  
Apong Latte. 

Beginning October, this Black Bean has 
also introduced Lemon Cold Brew (it’s 
really great, try it on a hot day), new curry 
puffs (chicken in every bite), and cooked 
twice daily nasi lemak (our version is 
healthy AND delicious).

This Outlet Sold Its First Cup On Dec 18, 2020

As your local neighbourhood cafe, the 
baristas have started coffee appreciation 
classes. They include sessions on basics, 
different preparation methods, and tastings. 

Speaking of baristas, the core team 
comprising Sylvia Chaong, Clinton Jawa 
Richardly and Hadzif Seruji have been with 
the cafe through thick and thin since day 
one. The trio are known for their excellent 
customer service, new drink ideas and 
creative decorations. 

Three other baristas have entered 
university (studying psychology, civil 
engineering and medicine) while another 
is now actually a doctor at SGH. 

Black Bean’s first year has been a great 
learning platform, in more ways than one. 
May the next year be even more  
Fav-Brew-Lous.

SATISFACTION : Friendly baristas here will 
always be more than happy to recommend 
you the best brew to brighten up your day.  

THIRD BRANCH : This Black Bean outlet is Malay retro themed with plenty of indoor and outdoor seats. 

HAPPENINGS
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G ET fit at La 
Promenade’s Sweat 
Factory, Kuching and 
Samarahan’s newest 
fitness centre. This 
instructor focussed 
fitness centre offers 

tailored classes, from beginner levels to 
advanced. 

“In the last decade, the quality of gyms 
and the perception of what a gym is has 
gone through a revolution. Gyms used to 
be a place for bodybuilders and hardcore 
enthusiasts, whereas fitness centres of 
today have become social places for 
health,” Sweat Factory proprietor Richard 
Yu said.

“People don’t go to gyms for just machines 
only, people want a variety of experiences 
and classes. People want guidance. Fitness 
has evolved beyond intimidating machines 
and repetitive workouts,” said the engineer 
turned fitness enthusiast.

The interior of Sweat Factory is designed to 
feel more like a club with futuristic lighting 
system rather than a typical gym which 
could be rather intimidating for beginners. 

Classes are upbeat and full of fun. 

The Highly-Stylised Gym With Amazing Views 
Is On Level Four

GOALS : Group, personal classes with tailored goal setting.

ENDORPHINS : A fitness centre that looks more like a 
club, the wonderful space is by Sean Interior Design. 

VIEWS : The fitness centre is our second largest anchor tenant. 
Occupying a corner lot, it has amazing sunrise and sunset views.

M O N  -  F R I S A T  -  S U N

OPEN GYM
2PM  |  3PM 

LITE CLASS
7AM

OPEN GYM
8AM

LITE CLASS
5:30PM  |  6:30PM   

|  7:30PM

OPEN GYM
4:30PM
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D ID you know La Promenade has 
over 1,500 Norfolk Pine Trees, 
25,000 tea leaf shrubs, tacoma 
trees, a handful of giant 
bonsais and hundreds more 

grown plants? 

Supporting the landscape at La Promenade 
are a crew of over 30 workers overseeing three 
dedicated nurseries.

Our Christmas decorations at La Promenade 
pays homage to our landscape team. 

Join Our Photo Contest That Highlights Landscaping

Outdoors, we’re decorating hundreds of our 
Norfolk Pine Trees with solar powered fairy 
lights. When night falls, you'll see the main 
Jalan La Promenade boulevard lit up like a 
dreamy K-Drama.

Take your best shots of our REAL Christmas 
Trees, upload to your social media with the 
hashtag #Xcape2Promenade. Remember to 
set the posts to public so that we can see.

Win attractive prizes and cash. Follow the 
#Xcape2Promenade hashtag for details. 

SEEING IS BELIEVING : Believe it or not, the 
actual Christmas decorations will look even 
better. Imagine all of La Promenade’s real 

Norfolk Pine Trees lit up.

Christmas is 

not complete 

without pine 

trees. Here at 

La Promenade, 

we want you 

to experience 

being 

surrounded 

by REAL pine 

trees! 

HAPPENINGS
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CELEBRITIES Cik Kemban 
and Monyeng paid a 
visit to our community 
mall in October.

The relative and 
friend of the even 

more famous NgekTsai spent a morning 
and afternoon choosing bags, totes and 
mats at Helping Hands Penan, and played 
skip rope at the Special Needs Society 
workshop. 

Kemban and Monyeng also visited 
Sarawak Women for Women Society, Bodhi 
Counselling and Hope Place’s Learning 
Hub. 

The duo were at the mall to support these 
charities, which are under Hock Seng 
Lee’s Corporate Social Responsibility 
programme. 

NgekTsai’s Relative And Friend Have  
A Ball Of A Time At The Mall

Kemban and Monyeng brought plenty of 
joy to the charities and volunteers. We’re 
glad too the duo found beautiful hand 
woven bags to bring home. 

According to NgekTsai, coming up with 
the concept for this video was one of 
the hardest for him, as he had to find a 
way to connect all the NGOs together. 
Nonetheless, NgekTsai succeeded yet 
again. 

This was our fourth video with the multi-
talented social media influencer, who’s 
day job is in the healthcare industry. 

Previously, NgekTsai has done two videos 
to help us promote Samariang Aman 3, 
and another with Regas BMW at this mall’s 
Black Bean Coffee and Tea.

STYLE : Cik Kemban strikes a regal pose with 
Helping Hands Penan's beautiful bag. 

@dayakdaily    | @DayakDaily

LA PROMENADE MALL
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A New Ambitious Restaurant Has Opened With  
Exciting Menu & Stylish Interior

CORNER : The 
new restaurant 
occupies 
a spacious 
corner lot at La 
Promenade’s 
ground floor.

LA PROMENADE MALL
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NATHAN Ngu is Mr Domus, or rather, 
Mr Domus is Ngu’s creation. 

The Minnesota, US, born Ngu, grew 
up in the Middle East, graduated 
from a university in Melbourne and 
has opened and operated two 
popular restaurants in the Sarawak 
capital. 

His first, Mr Domus, is an Australian inspired eatery, serving 
wonderful Salmon Benedicts, Avocado Breakies to a loyal 
following of Kuching foodies. Since opening in 2019, Mr Domus 
has become one of the most popular brunch spots in town. 

In 2020, Ngu entered a partnership with investors to start Trevi, 
the Italian dessert place at Saradise. 

In the same year, Ngu conceived Zoro, an international 
restaurant for the high-end La Promenade Mall. After 10 months 
of planning and fitting out, Zoro by the Domus Group, opened on 
Oct 22. 

The menu is all new. No single menu item is a copy-and-paste. 
Domus Group executive chef Arias Rade and Zoro head chef 
Nazmi Afiq have created an experimental menu from scratch. 

On the Brunch Menu, you’ll find Parsley Crepe, Smoke Duck 
Quiche, Wagyu Benedict and Asian Baked Eggs (sausages, bell 
peppers, pomodoro, scallions and Shokupan bread), Mumbai 
Omelette (lentil curry, sliced avocado, chive eggs and toasted 
sourdough). 

There’re also Grilled Prawn Burrito Bowls, ‘Super Broth’ Noodles 
and Sweet Soy Stir Fry Eggplant Rice Bowl on the Brunch Menu. 

On the All-Day Bar & Ala Carte Menu, there are Half Dozen Fresh 
Oysters, Coriander Panko Fish & Chips, Gourmet Burgers, Stone 
Grilled Tomahawks, Chicken Tikka Pizzas, Salt & Pepper Salmon 
Fin and Belly. 

CREATIVES : (From left) Domus Group executive chef Arias Rade, founder 
Nathan Ngu and Zoro head chef Hazmi Afiq.

INTERNATIONAL : Ngu’s serving global cuisine, 
pizzas, pastas, curries and donburi.

LA PROMENADE MALL
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IDC Architects has done some of Kuching's most  impressive 
retail spaces, and Tina Lau, who is a co-director at the dynamic 
design firm, personally had a hand in Zoro. 

Lau and Nathan Ngu both share living experiences of Australia. 

Ngu spent his university years working in restaurants there, while 
Lau graduated and practised architecture in Perth and Melbourne. 

Both are admirers of each other’s work. This is their first time 
working together. Ngu’s design brief emphasised on space 
planning — a kitchen large enough for baking, hot foods and 
desserts workstation were requirements. Lau wanted a clear 
design intent to come through to diners and to make sure quality 
ingredients are highlighted, hence an ingredients retail section.  

In the following, Lau explains IDC’s interior architecture for Zoro.

On the Dinner Menu, you’ll find “Smaller Plates” like Pan Seared 
Foie Gras, Morning Glory Tortellini and Agedashi Tofu. Under a 
“Sharing Platter” section, there are Spiced Sichuan Lamb Ribs, 
Charred Octopus, Lamb Shank Massaman Curry and Thai Red 
Duck Leg Curry.  

There are milkshakes, cold pressed juices, fine wines and 
modern cocktails. The wines are carefully selected. The cocktails 
are hand made, every time. The milkshakes taste like winter 
delights and the cold pressed juices are pure and healthy. 

Ngu, Arias and Nazmi are bringing youthful “restaurant-ing” to 
Kuching. Zoro is truly international cuisine. It is not neither just 
“western” nor “asian”. It is a restaurant for travellers and foodies. 

Zoro reflects the international upbringing of Ngu, and Arias’s 
ambition and Nazmi’s enthusiasm. It is a restaurant for 
individual fine-dining, casual group eats and private events. 

It is a cafe, restaurant, bar and lounge. It is Zoro. Like La 
Promenade, Zoro is professional led, with an eye on detail, and 
truly one of a kind.

DESSERT : Beautiful sweet treats all-day long at Zoro. 
Ngu co-owns Trevi at Saradise, well-known for desserts.

ALL-DAY : There are counters 
designed for casual dining.

Dining With All Your Senses.  
Beautiful Plating, Beautiful Decor

LA PROMENADE MALL
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When we were approached by the Domus 
Group to design their flagship restaurant, Zoro, 
at the La Promenade Mall – we knew that a 
strong, unique identity had to be reflected in 
the restaurant’s interior environment. 

Taking cues from the Domus Group’s roots, 
we dived deeper into the owner’s aspirations 
for Zoro and worked together to form a design 
brief that became one of the main driving 
forces of the design. 

Delving into the fusion culinary experience, 
Zoro is a representation of the dual nature 
and contrast between the East and the West. 
This made us think about those in-between 
moments where day becomes night, and night 
becomes day – the sunset and sunrise. 

Combining this with the ‘stillness’ of a static 
space, we sought to create an enigmatic, 
dream-like environment that would enhance 
the overall dining and culinary experience.

The space that ZORO occupies is one of 
the largest in the mall - it has a panoramic 
outdoor view of the sky and a soaring 5 metre 
height ceiling. 

Inspired by the colours of the sky found during 
the sunset/sunrise moments, our colour and 
materials palette was kept minimal so as to 
enhance the openness of the space. 

The bar, central banquette dining and 
surrounding wall arches were designed as 
focal areas that help to guide and ground the 
space. 

Although the abstract nature of the shapes and 
geometry found in the space evoke familiar 
memories of places, the use of non-typical 
construction methods and materials such as 
paper tubes lend an unexpected element to 
the restaurant’s interior environment. 

Combined with careful spatial planning as 
well as a comprehensive understanding 
of the design brief, ZORO is the result of a 
collaboration between two different art forms 
and is an example of how simple ideas, 
humble materials and forms can still create 
powerful and meaningful interior and built 
environments.

ARCHITECT : Tina Lau is a founding 
director of IDC Architects.

AMBIENCE : Every single design detail in Zoro is custom, from 
bar tops to bar stands, from lighting plan to retail shelves.

LA PROMENADE MALL
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One Of Malaysia’s Best Established Planners 
Explains La Promenade’s Latest

The 20-acre Precinct Grande is one of the 
residential precincts within the 200 acres of La 
Promenade Development by HSL. Precinct Grande 
is the third phase within La Promenade, after 
Precinct Premiere, which has fully sold out, and 
Precinct Luxe, a multi-award winner.

T H E  M A S T E R  P L A N

This is the result of a re-planning exercise by David Ong Architect 
in 2016 into a unique masterplan where every residential unit is 
directly linked to an open space. Inspired by green building and 
biophilic design concepts, Precinct Grande focuses not only on 
outdoor connections within itself, but also the entire La Promenade 
open space as a whole.

T H E  O P E N  S P A C E S

The overall open space provision is approximately 18% of the 
development site area, comprising two main open spaces 
designed as recreational playgrounds, rest areas and community 
interaction spaces.

The rest of the open spaces are linear landscaped corridors/strips 
networked around the development to benefit all the residential 
units both as visual and physical connectors. This provides a safe 
and pleasant environment for active recreation activities such as 
walking, jogging and cycling.

NEW : Precinct Grande is the third phase in La Promenade. It is the biggest and most luxurious 
undertaking by HSL yet. Duplexes start at RM2.02mil, designer mansions from RM3.2mil to RM3.6mil.

A R C H I T E C T  D A V I D  O N G ' S  S T A T E M E N T

PROPERTY
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L E G E N D

EXCLUSIVE : A luxury of space. Density is less than half, open space is more than doubled. Every unit has privacy.

FITNESS : Ar David Ong is an avid 
cyclist. It's fitting his masterplan for 
Precinct Grande is full of greens. 

PROPERTY
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SHELTER : A ‘playscape’ by INTODESIGN Lab acts as a shelter, 
playground, gathering point and landscape.

LINEAR : Every house at Precinct Grande enjoys extra 
park space. The parks improve privacy between houses.

DESIGN INTENT: a 26-meter roof span is designed like wings, so 
when you're coming home, it's like entering your nest. 

GREEN : La Promenade, as a whole, is envisioned 
as a township within a park. 

T H E  R E S I D E N T I A L  P L O T S

In this precinct, there are 18 detached 
plots, 52 duplex and 24 semi-detached 
plots with a low density of 4.7 units per 
acre. The detached and duplex designs 
are three-storey  while the semi-detached 
designs are two-storey.

The detached and duplex plots are 
planned in clusters of two and four units 
respectively; each separated by a 4.5m 
wide landscaped strip. This greater 
separation between units reduced the 
visual impact of continuous and repetitive 
3-storey units. Each of these units 
effectively becomes an “external” corner 
unit which value adds to the development. 
The semi-detached plots on the other 
hand have a green space at their rear 
boundaries.

PROPERTY
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S E C O N D  F L O O R  P L A N

SCIENCE : Architect David Ong is exacting in his designs. His houses MUST 
have cross ventilation and shielded from the harsh afternoon sun.

THE
DUPLEX

F I R S T  F L O O R  P L A NG R O U N D  F L O O R  P L A N

Building Dimensions

9.3m (W) x 16.05m (L)

Walled-Up Area

3,910.5ft2  |   363.3m2 

Land Size

from 10.7pts  |   434.6m2 

PROPERTY
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T H E  D U P L E X

Green building design principles 
and biophilic concepts are baseline 
requirements applied in the Duplex 
design in line with Precinct Grande 
Master Planning concept.

Natural ventilation by way of effective 
openings and natural lighting 
harnessing are important attributes 
of the Duplex design. Openings are 
shaded by large overhangs while 
the roofs are sufficiently insulated 
to reduce heat gain into the internal 
spaces.

The living spaces on the Ground Floor 
are served by big openings facing the 
linear landscaped corridors. Residents 
have the benefit of a 4.5m visual 

extension to natural settings as well 
as a direct access to the open space 
network.

Main bedrooms and multi-purpose 
space (as family room, study room or 
home gym) and balconies are also 
placed with the visual benefit of the 
linear corridor. Other special features 
include a grandparent’s room with 
an elderly friendly bathroom on the 
ground floor. These Duplexes appear 
like Detached units from the street 
front.

Both La Promenade and all precincts 
within are gated and guarded without 
the typical fencing and gate which 
allows a seamless access to each unit 
along a visually pleasant streetscape.

INNOVATION : A unique duplex design, which has less 
shared walls compared to normal Semi-Dee houses. 

SHIELD: Ong's houses are designed with large roofs for 
heat and rain shelter. All internal spaces are cooled. 

PROPERTY
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ONE of Hock Seng Lee’s (HSL) most recent 
completed projects is the Digital Village at 
Sama Jaya High Tech Park. 

Built at a cost of over RM40mil, the Digital 
Village is for Tabung Economy Gagasan 

Anak Sarawak (Tegas). The facility boasts state-of-the-art 
technologies, constructed with advanced planning and 
building methods from HSL. 

The Digital Village is to fast-track technology transfer, 
entrepreneurship and digital innovation in Sarawak. A hub 
equipped with the latest technology for budding entrepreneurs, 
it is set to boost Sarawak’s digital economy and local 
businesses, helping urban and rural communities alike. 

HSL won the bid to build the Digital Village in early 2019. 
Construction was carried out throughout the Movement 
Control Order, and the facility was handed over to Tegas in  
July 2021.

Construction Period Was Over The Pandemic, 
Restarting After CMCO

Chief Minister Datuk Patinggi Abang Johari Tun Openg graced 
the opening ceremony. 

In his speech, Johari commended HSL’s ability to deliver 
complicated projects. He noted HSL’s own headquarters was 
Green Building Index (GBI) rated, adding the Digital Village was 
also on its way to being GBI certified. 

Requirements for green buildings are high and cannot be met 
by the typical design principles. It requires specialist skills on 
planning, sourcing for customised materials like triple glazed 
glass, and extra supervision during the construction phase. 

The Digital Village and HSL’s headquarters share many similar 
traits. 

Both are highly energy efficient, using less aircon for cooling, 
less electricity for lighting, with good cross ventilation in semi-
outdoor areas and plenty of natural daylighting inside. 

HIGH TECH : The Digital Village, with its innovative plans and Green 
requirements, was a challenging job that HSL relished.

HIGHLIGHTS
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For even greater eco-friendliness, Tegas’s design brief called 
for solar panels to be incorporated into the building’s rooftop. 

The Digital Village is also planned with rainwater harvesting 
and impressive landscaping. 

As a result, this new Tegas building could be even more eco-
friendly than HSL’s own headquarters. For the record, our HQ, 
HSL Tower and La Promenade Mall — a stone-throw from the 
Digital Village along the Kuching-Samarahan Expressway — 
are both GBI rated. Our office and mall are at least 25% more 
energy efficient than buildings of similar sizes.

Tegas’s Digital Village will run events with other “Innovation 
Hubs” in Bintulu and Miri. 

In the weeks since launching, the new centre has run forums on 
topics including “Startup Financial Modelling”, “Six Predictors of 
Startup Success”, featuring speakers from Universiti Malaysia 
Sabah and Bank Simpanan National. 

Established in 2012, Tegas is a charitable trust for digital 
innovation and entrepreneurship targeted at youths. Assistant 
Urban Planning, Land Administration and Environment Minister 
Datuk Len Talif Salleh chairs its Board of Trustees.

IMPRESSIVE : The VIP delegation during a 
presentation at the ceremony.

OPENING : Chief Minister Datuk Patinggi Abang Johari Tun 
Openg (fourth right) declared the facility open on Sept 1. 

HAND-OVER : Tegas chairman Datuk Len Talif Salleh (left) and 
the CM during the safety briefing prior to the ceremony.

HIGHLIGHTS
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from

1st  issue 

SONJA Gan, HSL’s corporate affairs 

director, started The HSL Herald 24 

years ago for in-house circulation.

The quarterly newsletter contained staff 

updates — new hirings, promotions, 

weddings and new babies — and 

chronicled the growth of this construction 

firm. 

Volume 1, Issue 1 in July 1996 celebrated 

HSL’s listing on the main board. An issue 

in 1998 outlined the strategies HSL would 

undertake to face the Asian Financial 

Crisis. A mid 2000 issue celebrated a newly 

HSL’s In-House Staff Newsletter Is A Treasure 

Throve Of Memories And Milestones

renovated HSL HQ at Jalan Kwong Lee 

Bank.  Volume 23, Issue 3 highlighted the 

opening of HSL Tower. 

In September 2020, we published the last 

printed copy of The HSL Herald. Moving 

forward, the in-house newsletter will be 

replaced with a news portal for staff. 

Over the next few issues of Living Moments, 

we will publish “throwback” articles from 

The HSL Herald. They bring back great 

memories and show us the roots of this 

company. It always pays to look back at 

recent history when moving forward.

THROWBACK
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to

1st  issue 

THROWBACK
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WE’RE BUILDING 
YOUR FUTURE TODAY.

LA PROMENADE MALL

Daily  9:30am - 9:30pm

+6019 816 8866

1, HSL Tower, Lorong La Promenade 2, Kuching-Samarahan Expressway, 94300 Kota Samarahan, Sarawak, Malaysia.

HSL SALES GALLERY

Daily  10am - 5pm

+6013 836 5566

HSL HQ

Mon-Fri  8:30am - 5:30pm 
Sat  8:30am - 12:30pm

+6082 502 299

@hslcn@lapromenademall


